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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

Dear teachers,

Our world with all its changes (pandemics, humanity and

sustainability challenges, economical and social crisis, increased

vulnerability, etc.) requires high level of critical thinking and

active citizenship. These competences are essential for young

people if we want them to take care of our society in the future,

be responsible adults and contribute to development, prosperity

and peaceful cooperation of our

countries.

Erasmus+ project "Encouraging critical thinking and active

citizenship locally and 

globally" was realised by the schools from Estonia, Lithuania,

Portugal, Slovenia and Turkey from 01.09.2020 till 31.12.2022. 

In this book you can find the activities which we tested during the

project mobilities and which we find useful for developing

learners' skills, their understanding of the past and present

events and seeing connections of their own life, community and

the world.

We hope our experience can give you ideas for your work at

schools and for encouraging critical thinking and active

citizenship locally and globally.
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Name of the activity: Course of Slovenian language with Ami (therapy dog)

Aim of the activity: To teach our guests from Turkey, Estonia, Lithuania and Portugal
some basic words and sentences in Slovenian and to present the work of a therapy
dog
Description: We wanted to introduce our therapy dog and its role in school work to
the members of the project. It has been proven that human-dog contact has both
physical and psychological benefits for humans and has a positive impact on
classroom work: it motivates, reduces tension and depression, boosts students' self-
esteem, provides a sense of acceptance and security, calms, is an emotional catalyst,
improves and enhances communication, etc. This time our therapy dog Ami slipped
into the role of a Slovenian teacher and taught the pupils and teachers simple
Slovenian phrases, such as: What is your name, You have beautiful eyes, I meet the
PCT conditions.... Anyone who wanted to interact with the dog called her over and
pulled a piece of paper with Slovenian and English phrases out of her backpack. Then
he read it out loud and everyone else present read and repeated the expression from
the board. The atmosphere was very pleasant, and learning Slovenian can be
successful and fun even in the presence of a furry friend.
Materials: Notes with expressions in Slovenian and English, backpack, computer and
projector Other requirements: Students with allergies or are afraid of dogs did not
participate in this activity were just observers
Time: 60 minutes

 

SLOVENIASLOVENIA



Name of the activity: The line of agreement

Aim of the activity: Encouraging critical thinking and expression by choosing the line 
Description: Students of our school prepared interesting statements to agree or disagree
on. We divided students from different countries in two big groups and then our students
coordinators read statement by statement, others were audience and then they changed
roles. The participators had to step on the line of agreement or disagreement to express
their opinion. Than everyone had to explain why they chose the particular line. If someone
wanted to express another prospective from other line, he was invited to do it, so they
spread their horizons and confront several topics from different points of view.

Materials: a colour tape, plates with descriptions Agree / Disagree / Strongly disagree / ... 
Time: 60 minutes
Other requirements: nice to have space, but not necessary

SLOVENIASLOVENIA



Name of the activity: Debate about a Netflix serie Black mirror with a social
topic

Aim of the activity: Encouraging critical thinking and expression about a social topic
Description: We played a part of a Netflix serie, called Black mirror about phone
addiction and consequentienal alientation and antisocialisation from the physicall
body and contact. Then our students leaded the debate. Everyone that wanted to tell
something could express their opinion and the coordinators helped them with
prepared questions.
Materials: big classroom, projector, computer
Time: 60 minutes
Other requirements: students coordinators have prepared questions for a debate
before the workshop
 

 

SLOVENIASLOVENIA



Name of the activity:  Fake mural workshop

Aim of the activity: Encouraging critical expression through collective artwork and
show the final product to the public 

Description: We announced a topic for students: ˝Free(dom) in the crowd˝ and gave
them papers to work individually and prepare sketches for different colorful symbols
that represent the feeling of freedom or being free in the crowd  and will than be
covered one over another on their final common fabric graphite with the same subject
as our final collective urban art product.
Then the host students show the right way to use the graphiti color sprays and put
some alternative music to start the creation of a big mural graphiti on fabric. We hang
the graphiti over the school's front wall (see the picture below). 
Materials: color sprays, fabric, papers and color markers, gloves and masks
Time: 120 minutes
Other requirements: students should wear some old clothes that can be ruined by color
spray

SLOVENIASLOVENIA



Name of the activity:  Station Technique

Aim of the activity: Encouraging critical thinking skills and creativity
Description: Learning in stations is a student-centered method that teaches
bringing forward what previous group did by whole class’s contributing to each
stage-station by using critical thi,nking skills. Students visit these stations
simultaneously in a particular period of time and they can join activities by using all
of sensorial organs with interaction and communication.Each student in the group is
provided with opportunity to interact with other students and to share equipment,
knowledge and skills.
In our case, we had 4 stations where students worked on the topic “use of
technology in our life” in international groups. These stations include: poetry,
picture, story and slogan stations. 
Each international group started working on their stations and until the bell rang for
the next station. At the and of the workshop, we had 4 main products about the use
of technology: A poem, a Picture, a story and a slogan which are done by the
contribution of the whole group. Finally they introduced each product to everyone
and we exhibited them at school. 
Materials: Colorful cartons and boardmarkers
Time: 60 minutes

TÜRKİYETÜRKİYE



Name of the activity:  6 Thinking hats

Aim of the activity: Critical  thinking for decision making
Description: The Six Thinking Hats technique gets you to look at a problem in six
different ways.  It is a very good way to encourage critical thinking skills.
It takes you and your team beyond any instinctive positions, so that you explore a
range of perspectives. That way, you can carefully consider each one, without
having to argue your case or make snap decisions about what's "right" or
"wrong."By the time you've tried out all six hats, you should have a rich collection of
insights that will help you to decide your next steps. Each colour represents a
different idea. They are: 
-White hat: facts and information          -Blue hat: the big Picture and managing
-Red hat: feelings and emotions           -Yellow hat: positive
-Black hat: negative                              - Green hat: creative
In our meeting, we devided our students to 4 international groups and gave each
group a different topic to discuss. These topics are: 1) Social media, 2) Reading
books 3) Nutrition, health and sport , 4) Freedom. We gave 6 hats with different
colours to each group. First, they made brainstorming according to the topics they
were given for a couple of minutes. Then, define their ideas according to the colour
opf the hat they wore. At the end, they came to the stage to declare their decisions
to the audience.
Materials: 6 hats (white, blue, yellow, black, red, green)
Time: 60 minutes

TÜRKİYETÜRKİYE



Name of the activity:  Creating honest logos

Aim of the activity: Thinking outside of the box
Description: We asked students to choose a logo of any product that they see on
the screens and think about it to find out if they tell the truth. After some discussion,
they created their own honest logos by seeing the facts behind the commercial
logos which we see in our daily lives. They worked in groups and created new logos
for some trademarks. Then, they presented it to us by explaining the details. 

Materials: printed out commercial logos choosen by the students, colorful pencils,
papers
Time: 40 minutes

TÜRKİYETÜRKİYE



Name of the activity:  The art of Ebru

Aim of the activity: Promoting cooperative work and encouraging art skills
Description:  Ebru  is the traditional art of creating colorful patterns by sprinkling
and brushing color pigments on a pan of oily water and then transforming this
pattern to a special paper. It has been a   traditional art of book enriching
calligraphy and binding books for many centuries. In the 13 th  century, the first
forms of Ebru emerged in Central Asia and spread to Anatolia through . During the
Ottoman period, Turkish calligraphers and artists created new forms and perfected
techniques.
In our meeting in Turkiye, participant teachers and students practiced the Ebru art
by dividing into 5 groups. Each group had desk with an Ebru set on it. Each person
in the group made his own artistic work. At the end of the mobility, we gave them to
themselves to keep it as a memory from the mobility. All partners enjoyed it a lot
that they bought a set for themsel to take to their countries.

Materials: 5 sets of Ebru art
Time: 120 minutes

TÜRKİYETÜRKİYE



PORTUGALPORTUGAL
Name of the activity: What can we do for a better world?

Aim of the activity: Critically reflect on some of the urgent themes of our current
society, for example, interculturality, sustainable development, violence/war as a
solution to disagreements, democracy and freedom, among others. Present and
listen to different visions of these themes, developing tolerance towards different
points of view.

Description: In small groups, participants reflect on the proposed theme, present
their ideas about it and listen to the ideas of their partners. Together, they discuss
the themes, survey the most important aspects, pointing out agreements and
disagreements. Finally, they create a presentation with the main conclusions, which
they present in a large group, providing a broader discussion.

Materials: Depending on the type of presentation decided by the group. It can be a
computer and projector (digital presentation), mobile phone or camcorder (video),
cardboard, paper, pens/color pencils, paints (posters), etc.

Time: 120/150 minutes.



PORTUGALPORTUGAL
Name of the activity: Fake or true?

Aim of the activity: Reflect on the need to maintain a critical thinking when
reading the news presented by the national and international press, recognizing
some signs that may indicate that the news is false.
Description: The team from each country previously selects two news items
taken from the local press, one true and one false. These two pieces of news are
delivered to each of the other teams, who, after reading and analyzing them, must
decide in a sustained way which news is true and which is false. After all the
teams have presented their conclusions regarding all the analyzed news, an
element from each country reveals the correct options, justifying them. Questions
that have been raised can be further discussed.

Materials: Two news per country, one true and one false.

Time: 45/60 minutes.



PORTUGALPORTUGAL
Name of the activity: Art’s Workshop: recycle and create

Aim of the activity: Create art objects using magazine sheets, developing
creativity. It is also intended to draw attention to the importance of
reusing/recycling materials as a way of contributing to environmental protection.
Description: Sheets of magazines/newspapers are torn, which are then rolled up
forming straws. These are then used as raw material to create objects, according
to the choice of each participant.

Materials: Magazines or newspapers, glue, paints and brushes (optional).

Time: Minimum 1 hour, depending on the size and complexity of the chosen
object.



LITHUANIALITHUANIA
Name of the activity:  Creating modern mythical creatures

Aim of the activity: Learning about other cultures, creating new modern creatures in
groups using IT.
Description: Students prepared at home and presented information (video, Power
Point slides) about typical gods, goddess/mythical creatures of their countries. At first
all participants  learned about partners' cultures and myths, legends. Later we asked
students to work in  mixed (international) groups and create  their own modern
mythical creatures. Students discussed creature's age, super powers and
weaknesses. They worked in groups and created drafts using paints and pencils. Later
they worked with computer programs, drew, painted mythical creatures. Those
creatures were printed in colours and demonstrated in the classroom. Then, each
group presented it by explaining the details. This activity developed critical thinking,
communication, cooperation, artistic and public speaking skills of participants.
Materials: Paint, paper, colourful pencils, computers for 4-5 groups. 
Time: Presentations 40 minutes and  group work 45 minutes



Name of the activity:  THE CONSTITUTION 
Aim of the activity: To disscuss about Children's rights, to promote active 
 citizenship among students

Description: Students  were asked to work in groups according their
countries. They searched information on online contitutions (of their country),
analysed, discussed and prepared presentations. After that groups presented  
main statements  and issues regarding Children's rights according 
 constitution of their country. Students made conclusions and found a lot of
similarities  about Children's rights in partners' countries constitutions.

Materials: Computers, Constitutions available online
Time: 1 hour

LITHUANIALITHUANIA



Name of the activity:  Graphic workshop

Aim of the activity: To encourage critical thinking and creativity skills
Description: Students participated in a short explanation about printing and got
introduced with examples of printed works.
They decided about object, picture, pattern and shape, colour of their print on the given
cotton bag.
At first they drew, painted the pictures on a piece of a special linoleum, later they cut,
carved  with a sharp knife their object/picture. The activity encouraged critical thinking
and creativity skills, because picture had to be like mirror reflection.
After that each student painted and mechanically printed out their drawings on a bag.
The pictures can be printed on a white piece of paper or a cotton bag.
Materials: Pencils, paper, pens, pieces of linoleum, sharp knives/scissors.
Time: 45 minutes

LITHUANIALITHUANIA



Name of the activity:  Marshmallows and spaghetti architecture

Aim of the activity: To encourage critical thinking, group work and creativity skills
Description: Participants are devided in 3-5 groups. Each group is given a packet
of marshmallows, a packet of dry spaghetti noodles, some thread and plastic tape
and scissors. Groups have to discuss and create some shape/ object using all
given things. Students had  a lot of fun and nice atmosphere while doing that task.
Later each group presented and commented on their object.
Alternative activity: another creative activity was organised - to decorate ready
made cookies in different colours and pictures. Students got cookies,  decorated
individually with paint and ate them in the end.

Materials: Pencils, paper, scissors, a packet of marshmallows, a packet of dry
spaghetti noodles, some thread and plastic tape
Time: 40 minutes

LITHUANIALITHUANIA



ESTONIAESTONIA

Do we have to trust any information we see in the textbooks at school?
Do children have to be a projection of their parents' dreams that didn't come true?
What does it mean to be a tolerant person?
What exactly would you like to change in education system?
Must sexual education be taught at school? Should it be split by genders?
Is it necessary for teens to participate in elections?
Why don't teens have motivation to learn?
Does age indicate the level of knowledge?
How do you see yourself in 10 years?
How to stay positive at school and be less stressful?
What are the most important criteria when you choose the profession/faculty at
university?
Is the salary of future job the most important and why?
What do you think about Covid 19?
What do you think about LGBTQ+?

Name of the activity: Online discussion

Aim of the activity: To encourage critical thinking, exchange opinions. 
Description: The activity can be done either in class or online. Here is the example of
an online activity. All the questions are placed on an online platform (here, it is Padlet).
The questions are given one after another. Students have time to express their
opinion, read other opinions and express their agreement or disagreement. 
Materials: Questions to discuss

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
Time: 30 minutes and more
Link with the online discussion:
 https://padlet.com/marinaenglishnkl/criticalthinking

https://padlet.com/marinaenglishnkl/criticalthinking


Name of the activity: The definition tree 

Aim of the activity: This activity allows participants to question the definition of
a term. Its objective is to question the group's representations of a specific word
and its different meanings. In addition, this exercise, which is carried out at the
beginning of the activity, enables everyone to agree on the orientation and
meaning of the term. It's an ideal activity for starting a training course.

Description: 

In the center of a flip chart, write the term under discussion for example Active
citizenship

Part 1: The objective is to find 4 terms that are similar or related to the word in
the center. There are therefore 4 branches that link the word in the center with
the 4 new words found by the group (like the branches of a family tree). 

Part 2: The word in the center is hidden and no longer of interest. The objective
is to repeat the same exercise, finding words that are similar or related to the
new words written on the flip chart in phase 1.

Part 3: The paper is hung on the wall so that it is visible to all the participants.
The facilitator asks each participant in turn to come and react in front of the
sheet in order to to carry out an action:
Circle one of the terms: the participant finds this word relevant and justifies it
Cross out one of the words: the participant does not find this word appropriate
and justifies it.
Add a word: the participant writes a new word that agrees with and defines the
term discussed and justifies it.

The facilitator ends the activity by reviewing the various opinions expressed, the
points of convergence and opposition.

Time: Around 30 minutes

ESTONIAESTONIA



 Ask participants to take a role card. Tell them not to show it to anyone
else.
 Ask students to line up beside each other (like on a starting line)
 Tell the participants that you are going to read out a list of situations or
events. Every time that they can answer "yes" to the statement, they
should take a step forward. Otherwise, they should stay where they are
and not move.
 Read out the situations one at a time. Pause for a while between each
statement to allow people time to step forward and to look around to take
note of their positions relative to each other.
When all the situations are read, ask students to guess each others'
roles, ask the them why they have or haven't made steps forward. Invite
the students to share how they were feeling during the activity
 

Name of the activity: Take a step forward

Aim of the activity: To raise awareness about inequality of opportunity. To
develop imagination and critical thinking. To foster empathy with others who
are less fortunate
Description: 

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
Materials: File
Time: 45 minutes

ESTONIAESTONIA



Name of the activity:  Co-vision

Aim of the activity: to find solutions to the participants' or communities' problems and
challenges involving everyone equally 
Description: 
1. The participants write their problems which they want to discuss during the co-vision
on a piece of paper.
2. All the problems are presented in the wall and everybody chooses one which is the
most interesting for them now.
3. The author of the "winner" problem talks about it for 5 minutes.
4. Then there is a round of technical questions which require a short answer (e.g. how
many students do you have in that group? Did you try to involve a psychologist?)
5. Every participant has 3 minutes to share their ideas on possible solutions of the
problem. It is not allowed to interrupt or comment. The person whose problem is
discussed has to write down the most important ideas.
6. After the round of sharing the thoughts - 2 minutes for written summary and ideas to
take to each participants' practice.
7. Final word from the person whose problem was discussed: what he/she will take,
what solution they see now.
It is preferable to have not more than 1o participants in one co-vision. 
If you have more students, it is better to divide them into groups.
Materials: if the activity is performed online, then you need a
common board for displaying the cases (e.g. padlet.com or Google
Jam Board); if the activity is carried out offline, then you need
pieces of paper and pens.
Time: 1 hour

ESTONIAESTONIA



Here are some resources for more activities for

supporting development of critical thinking and active

citizenship:

*Young people in action. Promoting active citizenship

and participation. Methods, activities and project

ideas.

*Youth participation toolkit

*Compass, the manual for human rights education

with young people

USEFUL LINKSUSEFUL LINKS

https://iusy.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/YPiA-Toolkit-EN.pdf
http://www.yeni.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/toolkit-youth-participation_YEN.pdf?fbclid=IwAR0Uuh-09xh5b7I0F8ThaUVEc1VVrBbov5QWEHJJGas5mJM6YRAxfSk81w8
https://www.coe.int/en/web/compass/home


Marina Jarmuhhamedova, Narva Keeltelütseum

Vacide Erdoğan,Tarsus Borsa Istanbul Sehit Umut Sami 

Emilia Cabral, Agrupamento de Escolas do Castêlo 

Nika Ogorevc, Gimnazija Brežice

Daiva Vališkevičienė, Klaipėdos turizmo mokykla 

We are grateful to Erasmus+ programme, our 

colleagues, students, local and international partners, 

volunteers and our families for cooperation and 

support! These two years were full of discoveries, 

team work, challenges and risks to overcome! 

We are happy we had a chance to grow personally 

and professionally and help our learners develop their 

key competences, including critical thinking and 

active citizenship! The projects like this make us

believe in the peaceful and prosperous future of the 

world! 

Project coordinators:

      Sensoy Anadolu Lisesi

      da Maia
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